
No Regrets

Nipsey Hussle

Let's go on some new shit 
I say this I is necessary right 
Fuck this track and get your shit back 
For you ever heard me '
... they find me '
I do numbers like 'the life it's '
Must make some 'nigga still I rise 
'
'.how you roll, call them how you roll'
Zip pilling in first class'
... so I' listen on a road it '
Still all I hear nigga sais that I'm the only one
Champagne open 'watch it over one
I hear 'em 'serving '
It's still a justice '
I've been getting money but it's different when you're famous
All this nigga famous but it's different when you banging 
All this niggas '.al this... try to hating 
What will you do... decision '
First I have to count try to go'.
Get over grass my nigga'double bang'
Always stay label, no famous, no '
And rap about al it's just a life 
Pull up in 'like Jamaican '
'
Now the bro call and I never made '
New awful speculation 'probably hate this movie before
Fuck 'em 
... just words nigga ain't mean nothing 
All we have now, got it on my chest now
'Mama know that I was special 
It's probably rock... we never though like '
Heart of a lion, all it's inside me it's worth for that trying 
... cuz I'm from the hood and '
Success I just wanna fair in life 

'I ain't try to '
Still proud when I look at the mirror'
'Bake on the '
I'm zipping hot team now'
'Forever I'm the '
'I past on my 'them I macked out some more
'
Respect how I mask all my role 
And I made it all and all alone 
All we have now, got it on my chest now
'Mama know that I was special 
It's probably rock... we never though like '
Heart of a lion, all it's inside me it's worth for that trying 
... cuz I'm from the hood and 'scared about dyeing
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